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NOTES TO THE RESERVE ACCOUNT REPORT
{No Assurance Provided by the lndependent Auditor on These Notes)

BAc KGRou N D ıN FoRIt ıATıoN pRovıD ED av eiLiRA rexııoı_oı i ıııoıı iu şinxerl
Bilira Teknoloji Anonim Şirketi (the "Company") is a lstanbul/ Turkey based globai crypto finance

The Turkish Lira Coin CTRYb") token is a cryptographic stored value token that allows market
participants to transact in a crypto asset which is built on Etherscan, BsGScan, SnowTrace Solscan
public blockchains. The total number of TRYb tokens issued and outstanding at a current point in is fully
and transparently viewable through any publicly available Etherscan, BscScan, SnowTrace
block exp|orers. A|l TRYb tokens issued and outstanding are backed by an equivalent amount of
held in custody accounts. The Turkish Lira held in custody accounts may exceed the amount of
issued and outstanding due to the timing of the receipt of deposits from customers and the

1. Crypto assets are owned anonymously. While the public keys associated with crypto
on a blockchain and can be viewed publicly, the ownership of the crypto assets is

possession of the underlying private key (i.e., passcode). The possessor of the private
the conesponding crypto asset.
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TRYb tokens or the cancellation of TRYb tokens prior to the payment of funds to the cııstomer, Turkish
Liras are managed by the Company and held in segregated accounts at insured depository
behalf of the TRYb holdeıs.

DİSCUSSİONS RELATED TO CRYPTO ASSETS GENERALLY

As of the date of this report, crypto assets remain an evolving area of technology and activity
Those who choose to invest in crypto assets should inform themse]ves of the general risks and
associated with such assets.

registered and is therefore, anonymous. Ownership of crypto assets is evidenced by the
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2. Risk of ineversible transactions. Transactions for most crypto assets that occur over the
are generally ineversible, even ff such transactions occur fraudulently or accidentally.

3. Risk of loss of asset- lf a private key is lost or fraudulently used, the crypto assets
recoverable.

not be

4. Regulatory uncertainty. Legislative and regulatory changes or actions at the state or level
may change or affect the use, transfer, exchange, and value of crypto assets. The
such changes are not determinab]e as of the date of this report.
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D BlLira
RESERVE ACCOUNT REPORT

The management of Bilira Teknoloji Anonim Şirketi (the "Company') asserts that, as of ,t5
16:20 Greenwich Mean Time +3 ('GMT +3") (hereafter, "Report Date and Time"), the following
conectly stated, based on the criteria set forth below:

Turkish Lira Coin CTRYb') tokens issued and outstanding = 109,300,281.08 TRYb

Turkish Lira (TL) held in custody accounts = TL 113,644,034.13

As of the Report Date and Time, the issued and outstanding TRYb tokens do not exceed the
Turkish Lira held in custody accounts.

CRlTERlA:

1. The TRYb tokens are the amount of tokens issued and outstanding denoted under
below at the Report Date and Time as reported on the Etherscan, BscScan,
Solscan public blockchains.
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Sinan KOÇ
chief Executive officer
Bilira Teknoloji Anonim Şirketi
İstanbul, Turkey
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: 0x564A341 Df6C1 26f9Ocf3EC8921 20FD71 90ACb401
: A94X2fRy3wydNShU4dRaDyap2UuoeWJGWyATtypGl WZf

2. Turkish Lira held in custody accounts are the total ba|ances in accounts held by the at
federally insured TL depository institutions on behalf of the TRYb holders at the
Time.
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